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activation. Hydrogen-burning gamma rays, disappearing forms and storms As the gases from
the

intensifying field of gamma rays and residual sub-particle units. The irmer atmosphere closest
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unexplainable increase in gamma ray activity. Solar storms and flare activity will appear to
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an increase in gamma wave activity. The Hall of Records will begin transmitting data
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initial bursts of Gamma Radiation (a result of an impacting Prana Seed Atom)

damaging bursts of Gamma Radiation from our dying Sun, it will also be able

to transmute the Gamma Radiation into powerful Healing Currents with the ability to expedite
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from the transmuted Gamma Radiation will only apply to matter and life forms on
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to do with gamma ray bursts. The cycles haven"t happened yet. Because of the
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any of the gamma ray bursts coming off the Sun. They would have a
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do with the gamma bursts that are coming that are going to be transmuted
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become like a gamma wave spectra. Eventually they would cause first implosion of the
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the first modulated gamma burst from the Sun, which might turn out, as far
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protect, to transmute gamma rays that are going to be releasing from its core,
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to go into Gamma phase. So this is the beginning of understanding the maps
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nova system. The gamma ray burst from that would travel right up the AnshatAsa
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when the first gamma pulse - they call them ring pulses, probably because they

will be a gamma burst, and it"s like a multidimensional gamma burst. I don"t

like a multidimensional gamma burst. I don"t know what spectrum it fits into on
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will take those gamma bursts and transmute them, which just means neutralize them, absorb
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sound waves and gamma waves on one end and infrared on the other and
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currents. Even the gamma ray spectra and all of that stuff that ~cience

kind of waves. Gamma waves can do pretty good damage on you and so
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increasing outbursts of gamma radiation. • The consequence of this is that the sun

fields the dangerous gamma radiations of the dying sun can now be transmuted and
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Physical Matter Body, Gamma Bursts will come from the Core ofthe Sun. 4. Big
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Cell? (a) Gamma Currents. (b) Krystal Spiral Currents. (c) Electric Currents.
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8. What are Gamma Ring Waves coming from the Core ofthe Sun? (a)

Waves, each emitting Gamma Bursts. (c) New energy the Sun produces. (d)
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when the first gamma ring burst comes off. It may be small-the first

get stronger. These gamma ring bursts of the sun that I"m speaking of have
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will give off Gamma Ring Waves. There will be some type of Gamma Bursts

some type of Gamma Bursts that come from the Core of the Sun. At
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and there are Gamma Ray bursts that will come out from the core of
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Dust, releases a gamma burst, and "disappears," as the Rasha-Shon"s Bhardoah Ascension
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talking about the gamma ray spectra and all of that going up, and then
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first- they are gamma ray bursts that if they weren"t tempered we would have

Waves would send gamma ray bursts into our Solar System from the Sun but

like releasing its gamma bursts progressively and then at a certain point when the
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a type of gamma ray, they said they are a type of gamma rays.

a type of gamma rays. It will also, because there is a collective of

is absorb the gamma burst, the Bardoah bursts at least some of them. They
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to give off gamma bursts and they get more and more frequent and it

is where the gamma rays build and these pulses get sent out because the
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said before the Gamma Bursts. We would have 50 years left and they would

Fields ... the Gamma Bursts coming from them would just fry this planet and

Space Dust the Gamma Ray Bursts that would be otherwise coming off and ...
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a form of gamma rays, that emerge like in a ring from the core
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that literally, the gamma waves that are sent out by the central sun, talk
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be the first gamma release from the Sun. They"ve not said to worry about
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process of these gamma waves, ring waves. They start coming out into the rings
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start getting more gamma bursts that are stronger. When they start realizing something is
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be the first gamma burst from the Sun. This has to do with the

Waves that are gamma ray bursts that are given off as each part of
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will be a gamma burst of some sort It will be a pretty bad

a pretty bad gamma burst if it weren"t for the fact that we have

facing still the gamma ray burst coming in sometime Spring in 2008. It may

takes between one gamma burst and the next, and the next and there will

that period the gamma bursts coming from the Sun- there were different types of

different types of gamma bursts- and they will literally just fry everything around them.
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will do its gamma ray things. It is bad enough when the Sun is
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a burst A gamma burst That is what they said is due sometime spring



to absorb those gamma rays as much as possible too Anyway, back to RaSha
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will be a gamma burst and it may not be very strong, this one,
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burst, like a gamma burst that comes up, you know, from the core. And
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by releases of gamma bursts from here. Remember, F7 is Arcturus. What science calls
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throwing wacky, like gamma rays and stuff Not death rings because it wasn"t, the
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to be a Gamma Burst. But, it"s a Core Gamma Burst, so I don"t

it"s a Core Gamma Burst, so I don"t know if it"s something that will
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bunch of the Gamma rays because what a Bhardoah Ring Wave is, is a

is, is a Gamma burst. And they will start at the Core, and they"ll
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annual Ring Wave gamma bursts, Earth changes (some will be able to release
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sun"s Ring-1 gamma burst. It was also very much about assisting in stabilizing
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grids), the continuing Gamma RingWaves from the sun, solar flares, the Aqualene Sun,
surviving
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subconidous" access) and Gamma {heishtened awareness·bllss"""super-oonscious• access)
brainwaves, but
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subconscious" access) and Gamma (heightened awareness-bliss""super-conscious" access)
brainwaves, but also
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T he two gamma-ray-emitting bubbles stretch across more than half ol the

years old. (Gamma rays are electromagnetic radiat ion at the highest-energy, or

extremely high-energy gamma rays, yet there is no apparent cause for t hem

Way contain both gamma rays and microwaves. but as the bubbles extend farther oul,

oul, only the gamma rays are detectable. Theor ists have offered several explanations for
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"Fermi Bubble" Gamma Radiation Harness Fields first emerge from Black-Hole Core &

Galactic Fermi Bubble Gamma Radiation Fields first formed". GA perspective -"Fermi Bubble"
Vesica

-Fall-Fold Gamma Radiation Harness Fields first emerge from our Galactic Black-Hole
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" FERMI BUBBLES" Gamma Ray Vesica -Fall-Fold Envelope from FERMI Telescope. *
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lnk:r.dunenstonal Gamma-Ray"" Bursts as " TICf"R Bursts ... Tbt " Trinity
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